[Possible effect of structural phase transition in the reactive center of Rhodobacter sphaeroides on the rate of dark adaptation of photooxidized bacteriochlorophyll from primary quinone].
The dependence of the rate of dark recombination between the photooxidized primary donor--dimer bacteriochlorophyll molecule (P) and reduced primary quinone acceptor (QA), P+QA(-)-->PQA was studied in photosynthetic reaction centers (RC) from Rhodobacter sphaeroides in the temperature range of 100-320 K. Control RC preparations, RC species with the removed H-subunit as well as RC samples with the hydrogen bonds network modified by isotopic D2O-H2O substitution were investigated. An anomalous temperature dependence of the recombination time (tau rec) of dark reaction P+QA(-)-->PQA was found for all RC samples. It was found that upon heating from 120 to 290 K tau rec increased 2.5 fold. However, upon further heating to 320 K, tau rec decreased again. The temperature dependences of the P+QA(-)-->PQA recombination time were compared with those of the thermodepolarization current of RC preparations in the same temperature range. The temperature curve of the thermodepolarization current was also nonmonotonous. The theoretical interpretation of the temperature dependence of tau rec as well as of the thermodepolarization current was made in the framework of the theory of structural phase transitions within the hydrogen bond network in the water-protein surrounding of the redox centers participating in the electron transfer reactions.